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- 1 EDITORIAL

COMMENT

With the active leadership of our first President,
the
Society has survived the apprehensive
seventies to become established
as a going concern.
Always a man of p~ictical
ideas, Clyde Garrow
has given the benefit of his concern with improvement of all means
of information
exchange.
The topics introduced at meetinp-s have
ranged from art, 'philoSG~hy and science, through graveyards
to
news reports anf social services.
Re3ults of the survey of
indexes compiled in some Australian
institutions
(to be published
thi3 year) indicate further aspects of activity.
Our gratitude
for Clyde's 'action stations' approach continues in the knowledge
of his consent to serve a further term on the Executive Committee.
This year w~ welcome Peter Dawe to the Presidential
chair.
His distinguished
reputation
in administration
and documentatior. of
bibliographic
material is well known.
This support from two
members, a Lr ear.y very highly committed,
is a complemer. t to the
Society.
Furthermore,
CSIRO continues to gi 'e us the facility
of a pleasant meeting place: a most practical
aid to cur development.
As visible proof of a going concern, the Treasurer's
statement of income and expenditure
is reassuring;
although a
voice frc'1lthe depths of this fair country could murmur "advancing
where?"
Some other numerical r ev-sLa.ti on s r Neiae l.. 3 (4):
51 have
already pointed out the regional concentration
of members around
greater Melbourne.
It is rumoured that more participatory
workshop sessions would be welcomed.
Surprisingly,
this sort of
activity has not been overcrowded
on at least two occasions in
the past.
The four meetings per annum do provide opportunities
for all kinds of transient discussion
in addition to the
scheduled topic.
Would talf the constitutional
numbe: of
meetings double the attendance?
Financially,
both T~2 b0exep
and Neue lc t iei: subscriptions
are thriving: does t h i s indicate a
m~jorit~ in favour of a one-way transfer of information?
In sUPP,Jrt of our beli.ef in communication,
Iollowing
the Editorial comment about an Australian
newspaper index
feasibility
study undertaken
by Robert Stafford* at La Trobe
University,
we publish some stimulating
backgro~nd.
Although
greatly reduced for conc~raints
of space, Keith Sandford's
paper, both in principle
and practice, covers many asrects
relevant to the status of indexing.
"The inclusion of an index is, of eourse, not
enough in itself.
It must be a good index."
The Times,
8th May,

*
e

[to whom

our apology,

for misnomer'

London,
1957
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EXPENDITURE
Affiliation
The Indexer

Newsletter

fee to the Society
printing

Meeting

to period

J

October

1978 - 31 December

$

of Indexers

1979 subscriptions
and postage

Norman Knibht Memorial

OF INDEXERS

Fund

INCOME

$

1979

21.50

Membership

subscriptions

740.40

215.65

Newsletter

subscriptions

64.50

409.40
51.10

Bank interest

The Indexer

subscriptions

187.50
14.18

exp8nses

Petty Cash
President
Hon. Secretary
Hon. 'I'r-e
a.surer

14.00
12.00
30.00

Plus Income over.Expenditure

237.33
$ 1,006.18

Bank Heconciliation
Cash in Bank

Statement

$

1.10.78

Plus income

$ 1,006.J8

372.70

--!.!..QQ§.:.!~
1,378.88
'168.85

Less expenditure
Cash in bank 31.12.79

$

610.03

(
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THE POSSIBILITY
OF THE PUBLICATION
OF AN
INDEX TO AN AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER
by

Keith

Sandford

As chronicler
of the daily life of a nation and its
communities,
the daily newspaper is unparalleled;
it is a
wealth of information
to researchers,
including historians
and socriologists.
One major obstacle to effective use in this
context is the paper itself as a commercial ent2rprise.
The
publisher is mainly concern8d with a profitible currency of
one day: while the product uses a low-grade raw material for
both financial and technical reasons.
No effort is made to
attain the biographical
standards usually expected of reference
works, - arrangement
of contents is geared mainly to encourage
sales and the newspaper's
position in relation to opposition.
In short, what is classed as a major social reference
ha3 survived without which any otLer would be damned: - an index.
This is by no ~eans intended to disparage ryast attempts to provide
this facility;
thers are marry Lns t an ces , but not unfortuna t e Ly, in
Australia.
Here, the only newspaper currently producing an index
is The Neiacas t l e !1ol'n,:r..g'
Heral.d , a contrast to activities ov erseas ,
even considering only English-speaking
countries.
Led by The Times,
London and The New York Times,
indexes are being ma Ln t a i n ed in Great
Britain, Canada and D.S.A., particularly
for local newspapers.
In developing
the thesis that it should be possible to
publish an index to an Australian daily paper, indexes past and
present are surveyed as a guide for the future.
The perseverence
and fortitude of past indexers provide a heritage; if their
faults can be identified,
a better result should be forthcoming.
Salient features of proposed content and constructiou
are outlined;
production
and market factors ~re cc~sidered for feasibility
of
publication.
Analysis of the two major English-speaking
indexes and
those Australian ones that have come and gone, includes a brlef
history and the way an index is pres~nted.
Integral points of
quality, specific exclusions,
subject headings, sizs of entries,
citations and cross references
are ex,lored.
The 'mother country
syndrome' is a problem.
Here, unless entries concern the coun~ry
of publication,
material
is simply indexed under the relevant
country.
Specific subject headings apply to the 'mother country';
different indexes display a variety of connected difficulties.
The Times

, London

In 1867 Samuel Palmer offered his services to the
management
as compiler and ryublisher of an index to that august
.journal, but was politely told " .. our own arrangements
in this
office have for many years made us independent
of all assistance
from without in the matter of an index." (1) Nevertheless,
the
first volume of Palmer's
(independent)
index appeared in the
following year and continued past his death in 1899, to cease
finally in 1941.
During thlS time, indexes retrospective
to
1790 were also published;
leaving only the preceding
five years
without access.
Palmer's
individual style did not alter uuring
the publishing periOd.: the rule seems to have been one entry peT
item, and cross referen~es
a luxury with rare indulgence.
Amongst some bizarre
headings
- "Rather uncommon for females"
referred to two women committed to Ruthin prison: one Amelia
House for firing a pistol at a man; the other was Julia Williams,
who stole a mare.
A small boy con~icted of stealing a pie was
indexed as "Atrocious criminal".
(2)

..«:

-4Palmer's efforts were ignored by The Times,
whose
management
brought out a monthly Official
Index to The T1-mes
1909 (cumulated annually),
succeeded by uncumulated
quarterly
volumes between 1914 and 1957, when bi-monthly publication
began.
Produced by seven indexfrs* working in specific fields
they are expected to complete tro paper~ daily.
Galley proofs
of earlier editions supplement the final working copy for
total indexing cover.
Production is scheduled on a six and a
half week cycle.
Specific subject terms are used with c0~tinual
effort to maintain contemporary
usage; cross references
are
applied extensively.
Some generic terms occur:
e.g. ballet,
the'ltre, book reviews.
An ingepiouS
'ps.rliament discussed'
covers relevant debates.
Each entry cites date, page and
column, (3) with an extTaordinary
collection of symbols:.
A
BC
L

Accounts
Business'
Letter to Editor

PQ
RM
SI

P""rliam6ntary questions
Requiem mass
Stock or share issues

A reverse 'mother country syndrome' is practised in foreign
relations and :rade.
Material is entered under the country
first in alphabetical
order, excepting Great Britain, which
is always indexed under the other country.
The 'Times provides
an excellent ~nd informativ~
record of things BritisL, with
the rest of the world in perspective,
for good measure in th2
index "done.
Thq New York

Times

In 1851, Henry Raymond, founder of the paper ordered
the keeping of an index to contents, which was record9d in a
busin~ss ledger.
Continuing
almost unbroken until 1905, this
was succeeded by quarterly publication under Adblphe Ochs from
1913.
Monthly issues in 1930 with annual cumulation changed
to semi-wonthly
in 1948:
Joseph Gephart, Editor in 1958 (4)
stated the princi~les
Of accuracy.
brevity, consistency,
objectivity,
selectivity
in tndexing; following the newspaper's
l..•.
l1e of "all the news that's fit to print."
In 1966 the index
e~ployeJ a total of 30 staff.
Indexer/abstractors,
working in
their own subject areas. were expected to handle 20 stories
daily, togetl:1er with editing ancl.cross referellcing duties.
Format of the entries is unique.
Unuer each subject
term the index tells T! 2. co he r e-nt , lucid , informative,
con s i s t en t
story." (5) Thus a major news item couid have an entry of
perhaps 100 words; providinG an illdependent reference work
that may also be used in conjunction with the newspa~er file.
Specific subj ects are inter-filed with personal n arne s , and names
of countries used as general subject terms.
Some broad terms
could be logically divided: e.g. 'law and Leg Ls La t i on '
en comp a.sses legal liability ar d legislative bodies.
However,
The New YOY'k Times Index is worthy of its high r.deaLs in news
documentatjon.
The AY';:]us, Me 1bourn e
First published
twice weekly in 1846 as The Melbo'A.Y'ne
AY'gus, the Mel.bouime DaiZy News wa.s Ln co r-por at ed in 1856, .thus
beginning daily production.
A half-yearly
index was first
issued in 1919 at 5/- per annum and continued until 1949
(although the subscription
had doubled by then).
A brief
introduction
to the first index volume (6) states " .. _ as a
rule a special exa~ple should be looked for under the general
heading."
Thus 'elections, Federal' has four columns of entries;

*

[now

twelve;

v.

B. James:

Indexing The Times.

The

Indexer

11: 209 (1979)1

- 5 .one of which is de~oted to ~peeche~
- in chonological
order.
Nevertheless
under 'courts', one is told -see
'Children's
courts';
'High court; ... ' in contrast to 'churches, Anglican';
'churches, Methodist'.
No connection with 'religious instruction'
is offered.
It appears that C. A. Cutter's views on cross
refbrences
(7) although published and publicised at that time
were unknown or ignored.
The first index contained 54 pages octavG; in 1921
the introduction
notes that some regular features of the paper
are no longer l~dexed.The
lasting iuterest of much of this
material was r2cognised
in 1937, wh'2n items from The :?assing
Show, The Foreign Horizon, Nature Notes and Queries,
.. ,{8)
were occasionally
selected for entry.
Conversely, o~her
omissions h~d grown by 1924, although the half-yearly
volume
rose to 200 pages.
The detail offered by a complete record
of fatal accidents
in Victoria was offset by the absence of
robberies, police prose~utions
etc.
However the introduction
did contain.ar
invitation
to view complete records of the
paper held by the index department.
Sadly, the whereabouts
of these are now unknown; their present existence is doubtful.
The final vo Lume (January - .Ju ne 1949) contained 140 closely
printed pages, with subjects little changed since 1910.
While St~te Librarian of Victoria, John Feeley
comp L'l ed a retrospective
index f or the period 1846-56,
working from 1942 until his death in 1965. His introduction
says "Basically the index contains people, places, things
and events.
People warrant an entry if they are, or are
about to be famous in their own right, or if their name appears
as a news item in the news colu~ns.
Places, things, and events
find their own niche." (9)
The Sydney

Hoi-ni.nq

H';Y'a l.d

This newspaper
began a quarterly index in 1927,
~hich ceased in 1961 when econo~ic co~straints were applied to
The Herald's
library activities.
The illustrated weekly
Sydn6y
Mail was Lnc Lud ed until its demise in 1938, - as was also
The Sunday Herald (now Sun Herald) from its inception in 1949.
The index was compiled extelnally by a Mr King until 1955
or '56 when size and c~~tent pf the work compelled involvement
by The Herald
(John Fairfax and Sons) library staff, employing
two full-time indexers.
Dr H. R. Forst, then Chief Librarian,
believes the disparate
needs and uses for newspaper office
and published
lndex cannot be sstisfied by ~ single compilation.
(10) Circulation was quite small, even with a quarterly
subsc:.:iption of 10/-.
There seems to have been 1:0 contemporarv
recard of regret at its termination.

A Note to the first issue stressed that no important
news was omitted except law and criminal cases, suicides, the
wireless column, motoring,
iliusic ... After stating that entries
occur under appropriate
subject headings, cases where this is
not so are outlined.
Empire and foreign matters come under the
countries concerned.
Form h ead i.ngs persist:
e.g. 'institutions
and societies';
although agricultural
societies are placed under
'graziers and pastoralists'
as "the doings of these societies
involve that subject."
(11) 'Personals' is used to enter
biographic references
in alphabetical
order.
Majo~ personalities,
like priroe ministers
ans cLurch leaders are listed individually.
All 'letters' to the Editor are listed by keyword under that
heading, with no further subject heading, but double entries
were later included.
'Leaders and special rrticles·.
in
chonologicalorder
also attain alphabetic mention.
In contrast
to the normal citation of date, page and column, editorial
articles refer only to day of issue.
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'Trade unions' dirocts the reader to 'industrial
matters' and a partial list of union names.
By 1961, 'labour'
had replaced
'industrial matters' - without reducing the number
of entries.
Some anomalies in subject treatment were still
evident:
'accidents in Australia' were subdivided,
although
some were indexed elsewhere without direction;
'aviation' for
instance.
A reverse 'mother country syndrome' appears in
international
r8lations.
These are entered under the alphabetically
first country, excepting those with Australia, which are given
under th8 country.
Likewise
'trade': this term refers to
domestic items; contacts abroad are attached to the relevant
country.
With similar traits and pr~ble~3,
it is not hard to
imagine that The Argus index was used as ail example for t he
original Sydney Momir.g Herald compilatie:.l.
The Advertiser,

Adelaide

Between 1932 and 1938 a half-yearly
index was produced
again similar in style to The Argus; initially at a cost of 2/6,
rising finally to 5/-.
The i~troduction,
unchanged
throughout,
is worth quoting. (12)

-

"This index is designed for handy r-ef er-ence to the
news of the world as recorded in The Advertiser
and
will prove of valuable assistance
in looking for
records of past events to anyone engaged in
comme rc i a L, economic, financial"
industrial,
political,
scientific or social research.
Except
for occasional
articles of some passing importance
no record is given of articles appearing ~n the
regular daily or weekly features.
In every instance
cross indexing is used to facilita"!:.ereferences.
1f

Unfortunately
the index does not live up to its
aspiratioL3,
either in specificity
of terms or frequency of cross
references.
The Age,

Melbourne

Under leadership of David Syme, The Age became a vigorous
protagonist
of national interests.
Spasmodic
attempts at indexing
produced volumes for the years 1868-78, 1892-99 and 1900.
These
a~tually covered only the leading articles (i.e. editorial opiniori)
not tje news rE~orts.
Even so, there are some remarkable
omissions
within the scope of editorial comment on contemporary
events.
'Crisis - The ministerial'
has almost a column of topics in
1877-78.
The index has only a brief entry referring to Sir Charles
Sladin's ministry following .James McCulloch' s resignation
as
Premier of Victoria when the Legislative
Council rejected a mon~y
bill in 1868, although other references
are attached to the terms
'cabinet' and 'ministry'.
Yet on 9th May the first leading article
concerned McCulloch
and that constitutional
crisis.
Agair, on
26th May, 1889, the second leader on unemployment
is indexed,
while the firs~ - concerning the site of a proposed federal capital,
is ignored.
.
In the volume 1882-89,
'railways' attract nine columns
of material.
N0n-alphabetic
subdivisions
cover entries in
chronological
order.
'Federation' offers the user a similar
daunting quantity of print.
Nevertheless,
while exploring these
discrepancies
for the sake of the future, one appreciates
tha
efforts made to provide access to information
at that early stage.

- 7 The Newcastle

Morning

Herald

The only current newspaper index in Australia is
produced by cooperation
of the newspaper's management with the
Newcastle Public Library.
Publication
of the Index to the Newcastle
Morning Herald and Miner5J Advocate
began in 1955. 'I'h
e p ro j ect also
embraced production
of a retrospective
index fr0m 1861; holdings
of the paper being incomplete prior to that date.
At the time of
writing, the periods 1861-1931 and 1955-74 have been published.
In reviewing
the project, W.G. McMinn considered
faults
in coverage and method of indexing were the result of the original
intention for use only in the newspaper offlce. (13) Compiled
by its library staff, at the end of each year it is handed to
the Public Library for publicatton
and distribution.
Charles
Smith, City Librarian ~ dep 10r8s ~he broad headings. (14)
'Crime
and alleged crime' is one examplf.
In 1974 there were fcur
columns of material without subdivisions
either for specific
bffences or lecations.
On the o~her hand, Newcastle's
high
level of industrialisation
is reflected, wi+h various act~vities
interfiled with individual
companies.
Thus:
INDUSTRIES

.- Aluminium
- Australian Wire Rope
- BHP
- Commonwealth
Steel Company
- Fertilizers

Cross references
are not used: material on the
~cntrcversial
National Anthem contest is concealed u~der the
heading 'Australia'.
To find any reference to abortion one
needs to be aware this is a subdivision
of 'medical'.
As a
historian, McMinn is concerned at the exclusion of adver~isements
but accepts their prohiGitive
magnitude,
(15)
Each volume is paginated separately; while the year
is cited with each page number, individual references are by day,
n.ont h and page.
The Auetx-al.aeiun,

Me Lb ou r-n e
I

As a weekly paper that ceased 1n 1933, this publication
is not of direct concern; its in~erest lies ~n the index issued
twice yearly from 1968 to 1891 as a supplempnt.
Maintaining
format
and typography of the text, it is a contents list of sections:
Town News; Leading articles; The Sportsman; Topics of the week.
Simple catchwords
are used, with DO indication of page or column only the issue number.
From 1892 there was a handwritten
index
in yearly volumes: obviously
an annual cumulatiou,
since entri9s
are roughly in alphabetic
orddr.
There are many articles
beginning
'A' and 'The'.
Citations develop from iss~e and page
number eveLtually
to date and page number.
State Libraries
are involved in a number of newspaper
indexing projects; mostly selectiv0 for local interests and
used internally.
It seems that lack of finance and low ~riority
values mitig~te against publication.
The absence ofa
major
newspaper index since 1961 has been of some concern.
A feasibility
study initiated by the National Library of Australia for an
Australian
library-based
information
service (ALBIS) in 1975
(16) included five submissions expressing need of a published
work.
Tte Universlty
of Sydney Library recommended
that if
libraries are to handle current and historical enquiries,
retrospective
indexing and updating of Australian newspaper
indexes was necessary;
equally the comrnenc.ercen
t of a single
current service, covering, say one newspaper from each capital
ei ty plus
The Australian.
The Na t i.onaL Library had previously
commissioned
an inveRtigation
to survey -che demand and kind of
product required.
(17) Results of all these enquiries were not

- 8 available at the time of writing, except that the Director of
Resources Organisation
and Development,
- Arthur Ellis concluded
(18) "there is a market
... but requiTement!:> of coverage,
frequency, topicality and text back-up service are h i gh ... "
As the by-product
of a daily newspaper, an index must
satisfy its own editorial needs and the interests of the comnunity
at large.
Factors involved in the success of this as an
enterprise
include the indexing and its management,
production,
distribution,
and overall f:'nancial integration.
In-house producti0n
is a ]ogical extension of the
newspaper
library's service activities.
The general routine
can cover sta~f training and replacement;
while the paper itself
is directly available, - ensuring that tile index is compiled
from the edition retained for posterity.
In Australia any
microfilming
of newspapers
is restricted
to the last daily
edition: a simple constraint
for index content.
The prospective
reader needs an Introduction
to explain
the conventions
used, abbreviations,and
scope of ths work: it
is no less important to know what an index does not contdiu.
Routine information
should be omitted, e.g. meteorological
records, shipping movements,
law lists, television programmes;
but regular columns of many kinds need selective judgment for
pertinence to current events.
Sociological
considerations
are
far outweighed
by the vast physical quantity of advertising
matter, which must be excluded.
Leading Articles.
The statements of editorial opinion
form a guide to the politics ane attitudes of the paper, and can
help explain the treatment of news items.
The value of indicating
policy at a glance by a list of headlines as published,
under
the term 'leading articles' is offset by their numbe~s.
~n entry
under their subject, with some disti~guishing
notation, would
provide the most practical access.
A basic set of suitable
indicators would be:
E
L

Leading article
Letter to the Editor

P
S

~icture or other
Supplement

illustrativb

matter

Crime, Courts and Accidents.
As index material t~ese
diverse topics have similar problems; and do tend to occupy munh
of a newspaper's
content.
There are two aspects of reported
news: the action and the people involved.
As the major interest,
a subject entry for the first is important.
There must also De
an ability to recognize whether or wh8n names of the participants
are included.
One instance is the case of William John O'Meally,
convicted of murder in 1952 and sentenced to life imprisonulent.
Over the years, the murder is no longer news, but the possibility
of parole is in this case, and should be entered accordingly.
An increasing emphasis on personal names has become evident in
news reporting during r ec.s-n t years. IAIthough The Times and New York
Times continue to interfile names with other subjects, this author
prefers separate sequences; believing that it would lead to a
more logical usage pattern and make for s~mpler computer ~rograrr~ing.
Future trends and outcome of many stories cannot be
predicted.
An indexer working on current material must therefore
direct the reader to and from a new subject term: regardless
of .
,ny suspicions,
a man's disappearance
is entered under 'missing
~~persons'.
A subsequ~nt
item reporting disccvery of this person's
body initiates reclassification
- with' appropriate
references.
C.A. Cutter's rule of specific sub i ec t entry for catalogues
should be invoked, in addition to the principle of common usage. (19)
Nevertheless,
any ~eader needs guidance for best use of the
indexer's choice of language.
An occasional report of a young
child having died from unknown causes while presumed asleep may
hav0 been found under 'babies', 'deaths', 'infant mortality'.

-, 9 -

With an increasing number of items, the
syndrome' becomes familiar to newspaper
indicative subject term will be sought;
should be wary of seeking to perpetrate

expression
'cot death
readers.
By usage an
although the indexer
ephemeral catchwords.

Sporting Fixtures and Results.
While acknowledging
the wide contemporary
interest in this material it can be
accepted that results of fixtures already known to their
supporters would 'be published
(if at all) the follow~ng day.
To avoid overloading
the index it is reasonable to omit these
ite~s.
Some sport~ng eVents could well be covered by, say
Victorian

Football

League

- summaries

~nd results

Others, liko the Melbourne
Cup horse race, are so popular that
a large number of ancillary articles are printed: an individual
heading is warranted.
Maintenance
of a balance between emphasis
on a given topic and the level of coverage displayed throughout
the index requ~res experienced
judgement.
Harry Friedman summed U!) the principles of subject
term f o rrnu La ti on with the comrient " .. eventual efficiency of
an index is based on the theory that all headings will be tha
smallest possible unit of reference."
(20) Hence items of broad
and disc~rsive nature are delineated by general terms; but
factual aspects are treated more specifically.
Use of headlines
can be disastrous.
The Age (21/7/1976
page 3) announced "A ma t er i a L
witness on Doug's humor".
Far frOTn describing a Court case
involving the Rt Hon. J.D. Anthony, the article reported launching
of a t.ook en tit led The IVit of \vhit lam.
The flew York. Tiriee was
cited earlier as the supreme example of detailed entrics, which
it is not proposed to emulate.
Econow.ic factors, no less than
readers' time would be cionstraining influences.
A recurrent inconsistency
of the indexes evaluated was
variation in listing a topic either under subject or geographic
location.
The index would b~ simpler to use with a consistent
subject approach, displaying
geographic subdivisions
where they
are signific~nt.
The 'mother cnuntry syndrome' should be avoided;
although in this country we have a 'mother state bias'.
These
locations are conveniently
collected by the arrangement:
Australia
Australia_
Capital ':'erritory
New South WRles
Queensland
... etc.
Rather than try to specify an exclusiv8 filing oeder,
the ALA Rules for filing
catia ioq carde
(21) are con s i.dered em i nen t Ly
suitable for the purpose.
It will suffice to mention here only
" .. basic order is alph~beticai,
word by word, except in certain
areas where a numerical or chronological
arrangement
is preferable
Person~l surname entries are arranged before other entries
beginning with the same word .." As noted previously,
a separate
index of names would discount this exception.
Ah on-going record of preferred terms, changes of names
and titles, abbreviations,
cross references must be maintained
continuously
by the index office.
The New York Times. Thesaurus of
Deectrip tore is a prime examp 16.
Published in two vo Lume s with a
continuous up-dating service, it i? a magnificent
source of
current terms, structure and references used in the Index.
Although Ameriean oriented,
this thesaurus illustrates
a useful
authority as well as spin-off in revenue from an organised indexing
operation.

La Basically each entry!cited
must show clearly the date
and page of publication.
There have been attempts to indicate
more detail: the column where it is printed; type of article;
the presence of illustratio~s,
maps, graphs, tables - with an
introductory
note explaining
the codes.' In this author's opinion,
column indicators tend to add to the confusion of numerals and
symbols.
On the other hand, for a paper with distinct editorial
policies while simultaneously
printing contrary viewpoints
in
other columns, a distinguishing
symbol is an asset, especially
when several entries occur for one subject, in accord with the
other code letters dentioned
previously.
The volume of mater ill in an index is a vital factor
in considering
size, frequency [and costs of the published work.,
In mid-1976 a sample of The Age over three separate weeks averaged
six entries per page of editorial matter and the whole between
800 an d 1000 entries per week. I Using 5pt Adsans type w it.h,60
lines per 10em leads to a total of ba. 667cm.
Set in two columns,
this would occupy 16.75 pages of B5 (International
Standar~)
paper.
Thus a monthly issue of 20-24 pages lS estimated, allowing
for layout and intrOductory
material.
Microfilms
of Australian
newspapers
are processed in
monthly batches; the same interval would be appropr~~te
for an
index.
The 1973-4 market survey reported that "69 per cen,:,of
respondents
required fortnightly
publication
and 60 per cent w~re
prepared to wai~ only one week after the period covered to receive
their index.
(22)
Such con d i t ions are surely unrealistic.
Few
current indexes offer hiEh pressure schedules: the approach to
publication
is for long-term benefits.
However, for those
subscribers
who believe they need urgent referral during a giveQ
pr0cessin~ period, a telephone or telex c~ntact m~y be possible.
Indeed, a text back-up service was a major requirement
of survey
respondents.
Newspaper
~ibra~ies normally maintain a subject
f i J.e for internal use.
This of course should be compatible with
the index terms: it provides the source of a valuabla inform~tion
service.
With the volume of emquiries dictating staff req~irements
and charging a nominal fee (similar to the National Library) (23)
such an adjunct may even attract revenue and good will for the
parent publication.
!I

For the sake of spee~ in the cycle of pr8paration
and
production,
computing faciliti~s
a-e essenti:l.
Fast and frequent
updating of the in-house thesaurus prQvides the vital authority
for indexing anj editing; wbile a system of alphanumeric
sorting
and data storage needs to be operat.ld with competent,
intelligent
keyboard r.nd proofreading
skills.
A unit with apor op r i ate
software, dedicated to library use is preferable;
with arra~gements
for producing typeset output iu the required form.
As monthly
batches are edited, machine-readable
data storage provides an
icing on the cake for researcbers:
the annual cumulated index.
Like the monthly issues, this should be distributed
on a
subscription
basis; perhaps as an optional alternative,
depending
upon demand.
Naturally
the system srou Ld include automatic
maintenance
of subscription
and mailing list records~
Among indexes investigated,
only The New York Times
publishes an annual cumulation;
although
The Neucaet.le Herald
does offer this alone, with the additional
distinction
of being
retrospective.
obviously, until a current index is well
establishej
it would be inopportune
to cuntemplate
a retrospective
project, which needs even mor0 experience
and good judgement.
Rather than
of production,
points
These are:

attempt some estimate ef cost for each stage
at which expenses arise can be identified.
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Staff.
The indexing office would require full-time
employment of one professional
indexer and a machine operator.
Staff for other procedures would be occupied only part-time;
their services should be included in the overall costs of
those processes.
2.
Batch

Computing.
processing.and

Programming
time-sharing

is the most significant
item.
facilities
are obvious economies.

3.
Printing and distribution.
Use of available
and services shouli be arranged during slack periods.

plant

Accountants
working in the industry suggest that a guide tG
produ~tion
costs can be obtained by dGublinc salaries and overheads
of actual compilation,
This leads to aln estimate of some $40,000
per annum.
In this sort of exercise one can also look at acceptable
market price.
Perhaps the insti tu t i on s and commercial bo di e s
that requested a weekly service in the National Library survey
would accept a high subscription:
say $500.
A price of this
order would llmit the total a~dience, which should at least
include secondary schools.
If supported by 1,600 subscribers,
the index could be offered at $25 yearly.
Conversely,
conversation
with school librarians has indicated that a cost of $200 would
not be considered exhorbitant.
I
Academic, business and eauca~ional
interests in current
affairs provide a stimulus for access ~o thlS rich source of
information
for Australian
research.
1he strict but flexible
guidelines presented for extracting and organising
this materi~l,
with criteria for succe~sful production,
establish that a
newspaper index need not price itself out of consideration
publication
is a viable ente~pris~.
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POSTSCRIPT
This paper has been condensed from a thesis submitted
in 1976 as part requirement
for the Baccalaureate
of Social
Sciences (Lib~arianship),
R.M.I.T. Melbourne.
Late in 1979, in
canvassing
the financial aspects of publishing
an index to The Age,
Melbourne,
four main considerations
emerged.
1.

Assuming that indexing can be accomplished
1n ca. four
hours daily, qualified
indexers/librarians
can be
employed part-time.
'1'0achieve continuity
and
compensate
for normal absences, a team of three,
each indexing two papers per week is proposed.
A co-ordinator/manuger
would oversee the project.
Quality of indexing is paramount and entails development
of an effective thesaurus as a working tool.

\.J
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Data handling was discussed with Adaps Ltd, who
suggested a price for software and for subsequent
monthly input with processing. to camera-ready
copy.
Off-line storage for future cumulation would add
little more than the cost of magnetic tape.

3.

Only by containing selling price within a secondary
school budget (and thereby attracting peripheral
users) can sufficient distribution
be ensured for
commercial viability.
An annual subscription
of
not more than $200 seems to meet this condition.

4.

Doubtles3 microfiche
(COM) presentation
would cut
pri~ting and distribution
costs, ~ut this medium
has already proved a deterrent to many potential
users.
The index should be issued as a hard-copy
periodical, 'with COM as an option.
Mailing lists
could be a further computer ap~lication;
while online retrieval - say by interfacing
the data base
with AUSINET, is a matter for the future.

costing

Excluding printing,
can be summarised;
Computer

advertising

per month

Indexing,

and pos t a.ge , per month

expenses,

~_!~QQ

programming

Computer time, per month
input
processing
output

Packing

or marketing

$1400
100
1000
2500

30,000

600

7,200

300

Total, per yew

__~1-§QQ
~~Q2-~QQ

The National Library's survey estimated ca. 500 subscribers.
These alone would contribute $50,000 with an annual subscription
of $100.

TAKEN

OUT OF CONTEXT
from

The Age,

Me 1bourn e

"And it was Ln f i ni t e Ly more ex c i t i.ng to meet
her behind the stacks of a library tha~ the
alternative.
I realize that libraries do
more than lend books.
They have all kinds
of intriguing jobs ... "
- SATURDAY TANNER:
Now you date a
resou~ce centrist.
page 17, 23~d
February, 1!:J80.

DATA

BASES

.
Received from the Indexing an~ Abstracting
Society of
Canada/Soci~t~
Canadienne poar l'Analyse de Documents:
a clearly
tabulated list of scientific and technical data bases containing
Canadian material, available to Canadian users; compiled by
W. Eric Clyde, Head of Processing
Services, Canada Institute
for Scientific
and Technical
Information.
(June 1979, revised
August 1978).
Of the 71 data bases, 7 are produced in Canada;
all are available through 7 citation network centres.

- 14 Attention
is thereby drawn to a similar listing in
CSIRO (Aust.) C.I.L.E.S. Annual Report 1976-77, pp. 16-21,
showing CSIRO current awareness and retrospective
services,
available
either on the CSIRONET or through this via U.S.A.
suppliers.
Thirty-five
bases are common to both, but although
some small local ones are included, overseas retrospective
services do not necessarily
contain Australian rSferences.
This list also embraces a wider scope: American life and
history; education;
social sciences; V.S. Congressional
records,
for example.
Auetiral-ion Seience Index - compiled by CSIRO, C.I.L.E.S.,
Melbourne,
in COM, has been requested by the National Librar7 of Australia
to increase the scope of technological
journals covered.
Collaboration
with indexing by relevant bodies will be sought.
The data base is available on AUSINET.
EVENTS
Early booking is recommended
for the Society of Inde,~ers'
conference
at Ne0nham College. Cam~ridge, 11th-13th July.
Limits
will be 80 residents and some 30 non-residents.
An attractive
gathering of speakers and workshop topics will include computer
indexing, periodical
abstracting,
archives, medicine and science,
archaeology
and history, law and crime, biographies,
general
inciexing.
The First Latin American Librarianship
and Documentation
Congress will be held at Salvador, Bahia, Brazil from 21st to
26th September.
The theme will be Information Transfer;
including
mectanisms,
politics,
information
systems, technology
transfer
and informatj.on markets,
Further details from: Spcretaria
Executiva,
CLARD, Av. Antonio Carlos Magalhaes, Salvador,
Eahia,
Brasil.
I
For those who do nbt plan to travel far, the second
Australasian
Congress on Gen~alOgy and Heraldry will take 91ace
on Good Friday, 4th April until 7th April, at the Scott Theatre,
Adelaide College of Advanced I Education, on the theme: "Our Co Lon i.aL
Heri tage."
Chairman of the Or gan rsi.ng Comm:it t e= is Mrs
K. B.
Quast, 206, Milne Road, Modb~ry Heights, S6uth Australia,
5092.
PUBLICATIONS

word

The Society of Edi~ors Newsletter,
of it, alas, copyright,
.. )

November,

1979

(E~ery

The Society of Indexers Newslett~r,
September,
1979
and January, 1980.
The former was John Gordon's final Letter
before relinquishing
his responsibilities
as SI's iricomparable
Secretary.
This service has now been undertaken by Mrs Cecil
Robertson, M.A. (Cantab.), 7a Parker Street, Cambridge,
CB11JL
. .. A further point relevant for AusSI also, we quote~

.

"When BS 3700: 1976 was revised, the Panel complied
with the British Standards
Institution's
policy of NOT duplicating
matter already covered in other Standards.
Perhaps colleagues
may not all be aware that what BS 3700 says about alphabetisation
should be read IN CONJUNCTION
WITH BS 1749: 1969; Alphabetic
arrangement
and the f Il Lng orcier of numerals and sy!nbols."
~//'

/'

Au s t r s.La si.an Federation
of FamiJ y Hd s t or y Organisations
Newsletter;
October, 1979.
A list of twelve member societies
~nd five associate mefubers,:concerned
with archives, genealogy
and heraldry is included.

- 15 Two books, just received, will be reviewed in the next
issue: State Library, Pretoria, Government Gazette index.
July-September
1979 No. 6499-6661.
... [A previous reviewer
in De Rebus mentions "BANNED BOOKS see UNDESIRABLE
PUBLICATIONS".1
Indexing, the Art of: a guide to the indexing of books and
periodicals;
by. G.Norman
Knight.
London: George. AlIen and
.
r
Unwin, 1979.
... L Fore word: have you ordered your copy yet? at the members' discount price.1
REVIEWS

- INDEXES

From The Age,

MENTIONED

Melbourne.

2ah January, 1980.
Leask's Australian Genealogies;
by B.C.
Leask.
Australian Genealogies
Pty Ltd. Reviewed by Michael
Cannon:
"I imagine that many of the 35,000 people indexed
will be delighted to see their names in print"
2nd February, 1980.
A journey from Sydney to the Australian
Alps 1834; by Dr John Lhotsky, ed. Alar E.J. Andrews.
Bl:.lbberHead Press.
Reviewed by Les. Blake.
"The book
also incorporates,
by Sydney engineer Alan Andrews, 132
pages of historical
introduction,
excellent notes, a quite
remarkable bibliography,
a comprehensive
index Dnd four
maps. "
16th February, 1980.
Australian Coastal Shipping; by Barry
Pemberton.
Melbourne University Press.
Reviewed by Olaf
Ruhen:
... "shau Id become a prized and valuable reference
tool.
...an appendix which lists alphabetically
rather
more than a thousand Australian owned steamers ~nd motur
vessels, giving the type, the tonnage, the length, date
and place of launching
... [etc.l
Another appendix offers
a chronological
summary of the establishment
and cteveJ..;pment
of coastal services
With their aid and that of an index
the reader can·turn to the voluminous
text ... "
WORK

IN PROGRESS

A register of bibliographies
in progress is being
maintained
at La Trobe Vniversity
Library, Bundoora, 3083.
Coples of the form used for entry are obtainable
from Mr J.
Tbawley.
Details of the scheme in ANSOL News, f rom the Australian
National Social Science LiLrary, Canberra.

BRITISH

c

STANDAr..DS PUBLICATIONS

BS 1219

1958

Recommend,ations for preparation
of mathematical
copy and correction of mathematical
proofs.
Two pounds forty

BS 2979

1958

Transliteration
Five j,lounds·

BS 3862

1965

Reco8mendations
for symbols for languages,
geographical
areas and authorities.
Two pounds
sixty-five

BS 29G1

1967

Typeface nomenclature
One pound eighty

BS 1749

1969

Alphabetical
arrangement
and filing order
numerals and symbols.
Two pounds forty

of Cyrillic

and Greek

characters.

and classification.

of

- 16 BS 1413

1970

Page

sizes

for books.

BS 4148

1970

(part 1)
Abbreviations
princip19s.
One poued

BS 4812

1972

Rcmanization

BS 4148

1975

(part 2)
Word
thirty-five

BS :='261

1975

(prrt 1>
Rec onxuenda t Lon s fOT
typescript
copy for pri~ting.

BS 16'),9

19'76

Re comrneuda t Lon e for b io Li.ogra.ph LCo'1 r ererence s .
Three. pounds sev en t y..f ivc

BS 3700

1976

Preparation
of indexes
an~ other publications.

BS 5261

1976

(~art 2)
Specifications
for ty~ographical
requirements,
marks for copy preparatlon,
proofing prGcEdure.
Five pounds

DS 5408

1976

Glossary ef documentation
thirty-five

BS 5605C:

1976

Marks for copy preparation
and proc~ correction.
(Ex t ra c t of symbols for eorrecting p roo Ls other ttan mathematical
proofs - from
BS 1219 : 1938)
87p.

B8 5605

1978

Citing

of titles
eighty

of Japanese.

thirty-five
of periodicals:

Two pounds

abbreviation

bit~iographical

t.ht r t v-Tt

One pound

list.

forty

Eight

pounds

preparation
of
?ive puunds

to books, periodicals
Three pounds fifty

terms.

refereDce8

Eight

pounds

One pound

\-0

Note that the new title of BS 1219 is misleading.
The origin~l
"Proof correction
and copy p rep ara t i on " reflects .i t s content
more accurately.
The first half deals with verbal copy; the
r ema

Ln

d e r

w i, t h

th

ma

ema

t

.ic

s

•

TheS0 publj.catioDs are obtainable
from the StBDdards Association
of Australia, which has offices in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne,
Hobart, Adelaide and P8~th; or from the Society of IDdexe~s!
Literature Manager: Mrs Do~othy Frame, 26 Drqycott Road, WAXSTEAD,
Ell 2NX, England.
Payment to the latter should be in sierlinG
(as cited abovp) preferably
by international
money crder or cbeque
payable to the ;Society cf Ln d ex ers 2, t a n amc d Brj.t i E b bra.nc l: -:,f a
Brjtishbank.
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